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Introduction
ARE YOU FEELING SAD, anxious and stressed? Do you feel as
tough life has no meaning? Wis book will help you Xnd inner peace
and live a happy life. And this, because this book is Xlled with powerful
truths about life, truths that will inspire you to see through your problems and diVculties with a higher capacity to solve them.
Robin SacredXre has been one of the most popular authors over the
past years and this trend has been rapidly increasing. Millions of people
from around the world are helped through his words and insights, and
love to share the knowledge with their friends, to help them, upliZ
them, and inspire them. For them, this author is like a renewing wave
of energy in the world, an energy that, wherever it passes, doesn’t leave
any rock unmoved. Nobody remains the same aZer coming in contact
with his words. But why is Robin SacredXre so popular? His words are
empowering, and for a vast array of reasons. He is an Author, Entrepreneur, Music Producer, DJ, Fashion Designer, Experienced College
Lecturer, Experienced Business Consultant, former Human Resources
Manager, and a former expert in learning disabilities as well, among
many other things.
Robin SacredXre has been awarded for many reasons too. He was considered by many to be one of the world experts in the Law of Attraction, in some cases, even considered one of the top 10 best in the world.
His online courses on business were also considered top 20. As an author, nearly all his books ranked as bestsellers on Amazon Kindle, the
iBookstore and Kobo. Even some of his companies have received world
awards and recognitions. And it doesn’t stop here, for he has been
awarded in nearly every thing he has ever done, including as a music
producer, by MTV, and as a DJ, by Mixcloud.
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Robin SacredXre has been traveling the world for the past twenty years,
and visited more than seventy cities from around the globe, which allowed him to see through the depths of the human soul as not many
have seen. Wis experience gave him the foundation to put into words
more than three hundred books and over ten audiobooks in a large variety of topics and under many pen-names. So may you feel empowered and inspired by his quotes and sayings. Wey are the best resume
of his wisdom and the fastest way to access his knowledge. Share them
with your friends and acquaintances, and allow the light to shine on the
world as it enlightens you.

Quotes & Sayings
1. “A BOTTLE OF ALCOHOL shortens your life by four minutes, a
cigar shortens your life by six minutes and a day of work shortens your
life by eight hours.”
― Robin SacredXre
2. “A decision is a conscious act and random thoughts are subconscious
manifestations.”
― Robin SacredXre
3. “A judgement does not end with one lifetime. Nothing is forgiven or
forgotten. We are all still here as we were.”
― Robin SacredXre
4. “A mad person without the capacity for self-analysis or the support
of professional therapy, is like a bullet train without breaks heading for
a cliU. Everyone on board, spouses included, will Xnish themselves before they can stop it.”
― Robin SacredXre
5. “A man told me that my thoughts are opinions, so I asked back if
he knows the diUerence between facts and opinions. He couldn’t differentiate them. And I had to conclude I was talking with an arrogant
lunatic. He did admit to be arrogant, but the conversation was over before I could prove him lunatic as well.”
― Robin SacredXre
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6. “A person can’t have enough money or more than that for as long as
he can’t imagine having it all and losing it all at will. It is the fear of losing money that maintains an individual in a perpetual state of losing it.
And this, as much as the desire to accumulate money without the capacity to duplicate the state of having it, maintains one in a repetitive
loop imprisoning him in his present condition, and in which the world
around him will deceive into thinking that the reasons for his misfortune are outwards.”
― Robin SacredXre
7. “A person with knowledge may never Xnd the truth, but a person
with faith always Xnds the knowledge leading to truth.”
― Robin SacredXre
8. “A slave works the whole day for free and is oUered a bed to sleep and
food to eat. An employee works the whole day for money in order to
pay for his own bed and food. Do you see any diUerence here?”
― Robin SacredXre
9. “A strong feeling of happiness and a strong instinct to do what is right
will come to your life, when you are within your purpose and God's
purpose for you.”
― Robin SacredXre
10. “A student who doesn’t study is certainly a student who feels embraced by the emotions of being a student, in the logical sense that
whoever doesn’t study can only delay his life’s path, allowing such path
to simultaneously increase.”
― Robin SacredXre
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11. “A very interesting paradox seen in individuals possessed by demons
is that they are incredibly bright when analyzing others beyond appearances, but incredibly stupid when not noticing the obvious in front of
their nose.”
― Robin SacredXre
12. “AZer many years working as a successful author, I conclude that
most people do not read to learn and change, but rather to reinforce
their own paradigms, and feed their ego. Most readers are simply not
qualiXed to judge what they read. Book reviews say more about who
writes them than their purpose.”
― Robin SacredXre
13. “AZer some time spent with me, people start saying: ‘It is as if you
knew what I was thinking.’ Wey never consider this as a fact.”
― Robin SacredXre
14. “AZer spending an entire life analyzing human behavior and spiritual nature, I have no doubt anymore that the ones opposing me are
hated by God. And God hates almost the entire human race. A person
like me on planet Earth is like a living test for mankind, to see who
could change and who will not. AZer I’m gone, destruction is certainly
a promise to those horrible souls. On the other hand, the chosen ones
are so few, that rescuing them is far easier than I ever imagined possible.
Every time I encounter one, his or her name is written on the list of
those who will not stay behind.”
― Robin SacredXre
15. “Alchemy: In times of recession it is not wise to argue about the
price of gold.”
― Robin SacredXre
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16. “All actions start with emotions and in this principle we Xnd the
key to change.”
― Robin SacredXre
17. “All conversations with a dumb person turn into Xghts, because being dumb means not being able to process information, and communication is the most complex form of information.”
― Robin SacredXre
18. “All elements of reality provide positive or negative emotions, according to the connection we develop with them, directly or indirectly.”
― Robin SacredXre
19. All hatred and attacks on society and nature come from the minds
and hands of individuals who are terribly afraid of others, of life; they
fear their own weaknesses, and so, they attack what is perceived as
stronger and more meaningful than them.”
― Robin SacredXre
20. “Although our body gets older, our spirit only experiences present
time. Werefore, the question is: Why can we remember the past but
not predict the future? And the answer is related to our purpose as a
spiritual being. If we knew the future, we could easily avoid responsibility and delay our spiritual development.”
― Robin SacredXre
21. “An autobiography is the most valuable book an author can write.”
― Robin SacredXre
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22. “An awakening must be feared and fought at all costs by the majority, because the majority knows that if anyone realizes their true intent,
as in being to stop and destroy anyone better than them, they would inevitably be the target of destruction themselves.”
― Robin SacredXre
23. “An entrepreneur is not someone who starts his own business. An
entrepreneur is someone who realizes that he doesn’t want to live the
rest of his life as a slave and decides to buy his own freedom. Starting a
business is just a common consequence of such decision.”
― Robin SacredXre
24. “An individual aUected by lower frequency waves operates with a
logic that doesn’t necessarily solves a problem. It is a process that guides
the mind without self-awareness or critical thinking.”
― Robin SacredXre
25. “An insane person is, basically, someone who isn’t true to himself
and lives between the reality he understands and the distorted perspective of it that he is trying to control. And the bigger this gap is, the more
you can be sure to be in front of a neurotic or psychotic individual.”
― Robin SacredXre
26. “An opportunity always comes before a change. If you wait for a
change to occur in order to grab an opportunity, you will lose all opportunities coming your way.”
― Robin SacredXre
27. “Any person who tries to discourage you, is doing it because in fact
wants the worse for you, and that is usually towards the fulXlling of her
own purposes. Deep down that person respects you and only wishes to
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use you for personal reasons. Wat person is being inYuenced and the
danger will diminish through time.”
― Robin SacredXre
28. “Anyone can have access to knowledge but very few are chosen by
the Divine Light to be guided.”
― Robin SacredXre
29. “Anyone could be making much more money if more people were
honest.”
― Robin SacredXre
30. “Anyone is measured by what they do, rather than what they say.
We background of a person or the books such person has acquired do
not say anything about the value such individual possesses. If you cannot value anyone by what they show you, if you do not possess the
courage to see beyond the illusion, you are as ignorant as the ones who
claim not to be. Both, the one who seeks the light and the one who
claims to have it, share the same darkness.”
― Robin SacredXre
31. “Apart from comprehension, when there is a clear purpose, concentration also increases, because we have a goal in the activity we choose.”
― Robin SacredXre
32. “Apple and apricot seeds contain a vitamin called B12, which I
found to be illegal to sell in pharmacies. You can buy all kind of vitamins in pharmacies, but not B12. Why would the pharmaceutical industry make a vitamin that we can eat on our own, through seeds, illegal? I asked this question to employees in the pharmacies and many
doctors, and they couldn't answer. Wey just kept looking at me as if I
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was trying to get ingredients to make my own synthetic drugs. For most
people, what is illegal is really illegal. Most people are too dull to think
for themselves, even when a question is so obviously relevant that they
seem to have brain damage when not realizing its importance.”
― Robin SacredXre
33. “Arrogance is not a substitute for intelligence or personal worth. It
is, very oZen, a camouYage, to hide lack of both.”
― Robin SacredXre
34. “As a student, your ideal attitude must consist, not in minimizing
the quantity of mistakes, but in increasing the possibility of error, and
this, while increasing the level of knowledge about those same errors. In
other words, the student that fears mistakes, has not learned enough.”
― Robin SacredXre
35. “As everyone else, I also feared failure, and I also persisted in a certain direction because I did not want to quit. Today, however, I understand that failure is not only necessary but desirable. We best lessons
in life will never be told by those who forget them or by those who
wish not to remember them, for both the winner and the loser do not
wish to remember their setbacks, their darkest moments. In both cases, they wish to forget their struggles. And yet, without those very dark
and painful moments, they wouldn’t realize either that they are in the
dark or that they want the light. Only through failure can one conquer
truthfulness, honor and success. As a matter of fact, only through darkness will you truly know the light. Everyone is in the same path. Some
people simply realize that there is only one way to go, and before others
can see the same.”
― Robin SacredXre
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36. “As humans, we have learned to love and trust money, while losing
love and trust for one another. Wat is how money became the antichristian symbol of our world, opposing the christian alchemic transmutation taught by Jesus.”
― Robin SacredXre
37. “As soon as you ascend to heaven in spirit, by being more spiritual
and honest with yourself, you will notice that hell comes to you at the
exact same time, and earth will literally feel like hell. Everyone who
can't see it, went on the opposite direction, from crazy to crazier. Wey
see butterYies instead of worms and juice instead of blood, and can't
smell their own rotting Yesh. Wey went from surviving to becoming
zombies. Wat's why I despite the vast majority of those who consider
themselves spiritual. Wey are in fact lunatics disguised as saints.”
― Robin SacredXre
38. “As with a child, the mind of an adult is predisposed for destruction
in the name of self-awareness. We question you may then ask is if that
destruction is aimed at good or evil. And upon contemplating the actions of such adult, you will certainly see that occurring, for he is either
attacking his ignorance or the wisdom of others, strengthening his jealousy or his admiration for what he perceives, feeling appreciative, joyful and thankful, or weak, resentful and fearful.”
― Robin SacredXre
39. “Ask the person who found you about what kind of people she was
looking for before meeting you, as she may not know that she has found
one of them already.”
― Robin SacredXre
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40. “Beauty does not last forever and neither does love. But love can
last a lifetime and beauty, despite any eUort, never will. Werefore, one
should assume that love is more important than lust.”
― Robin SacredXre
41. “Before asking yourself why the law of attraction doesn't work, ask
yourself if you're an arrogant and selXsh human being. God does not
like them.”
― Robin SacredXre
42. “Before you hate, make sure you do not possess the same traits
of those you hate. Very oZen, our incongruences towards the outside
world hide all the mysteries to our failures.”
― Robin SacredXre
43. “Belief is the seed of any change; Love is the water; Faith is the sun.”
― Robin SacredXre
44. “Beliefs shape the size of our opportunities. Love expands them beyond faith.”
― Robin SacredXre
45. “Believe me, people do change and they change oZen and many
times through their lifetime. However, due to naiveness, passivity and
selXshness, they commonly change towards a more negative self, becoming less than they were. Positive changes are destined only to those
who seek them. Our world is, by default, designed to bring us down. In
order to move upwards, one must consciously seek to dream and manifest dreams, by learning, reading, asking meaningful questions and actively making connections with others. One must, at least, love.”
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― Robin SacredXre
46. “Between a monkey and a snake, the one who resists change the
most is the snake. You can hardly domesticate a snake and make it your
trustworthy friend. And so, taking into consideration that most people refuse to change their attitude, and instead decide to discriminate
others and act as enemies to the human race as a whole, in their selXshness, competitiveness and egotistical stubbornness, without empathy or
compassion for others, they are acting like reptiles, not mammals. We
have too much of reptile-thinking inside the human race; and the distance between our reality and a Xction movie about an alien invasion,
in which reptiles walk among us disguised as humans isn't that much.
We have been corrupted already. Humanity is nearly extinct due to a
massive invasion of a reptilian belief-system.”
― Robin SacredXre
47. “Between our mind and an object, there is nothing else than selfdeveloped concepts.”
― Robin SacredXre
48. “Books are the staircase to heaven. We more you read, the more you
understand the world that God created.”
― Robin SacredXre
49. “Books can change the world. Wey represent a second chance to
those who want to change their life and can’t do it on their own.”
― Robin SacredXre
50. “Both, the one who seeks the light and the one who claims to have
it, may share the same darkness, for a blind man explaining the world
to another blind man is still a blind man.”
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